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CRISES OF LEADERSHIP 
 

 

 

from Lausanne Committee for World Evangelization, “A Call to Develop Christ-Like Leaders” 

 

2:1 “...rapid and often dramatic changes, including pos-modern influences of the west, 

globalization, new technology, increased speed of life, urbanization, weakening of community 

ties and traditions.  Fundamentalist and militant Hinduism, Islam and Buddhism are on the rise.” 

 

I.  What are some of the major crises that leaders have in your world today? 

 Categories: 

rapid change 

globalization 

digitalization of most societies and cultures 

increased speed of life 

urbanization 

weakening of community and family connetctions 

narrow mindedness in many areas: politics, economics/business, religion, etc. 

family  - see Barna article re family in USA, April 2007 

politics 

economics 

health 

morality 

religion 

social-cultural 

inter-personal relationships 

world and life view: philosophy of life, a person’s Weltanschauung 

 

II.  CRISES ISSUES - John M.  Dettoni 
 

Fragmentation of person into disparate, unrelated parts, seeing people as unidimensional: 

 

 physical - concern for body, appealing to physical senses, especially food & drink & sex 

 

 mind - appealing only to the mind  - information & knowledge explosion, not wisdom 

 

social - relationships between people and groups of people, values and  

  morality are based on social conditioning  - Marxist or post-modern 

 

emotional - appealing only to emotions: feel good do it; if it feels good it must be good, 

getting emotional highs thru drugs, sex, alcohol, power, $$, status, the right “toys” 

 

moral - ego-centric morality: I define what is good for me; you define what good for you 
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-and all moral perspectives are equal 

  sex is for enjoyment, no commitment, just feelings, not relational 

  if it does not hurt you, and you like it, it must be good 

 

spiritual  - trying to make people religious without making them truly godly;  

  self-constructed religion:  

  I create my own spirituality or I submit to some authoritarian spiritual director 

Freedom from God, leads to freedom from others  

  and freedom to use people as well as things for my own satisfaction 

 

Politicians and clergy use religion to manipulate people with “God-talk” and religion apart from 

godliness. 

cf:  1 Peter 

 Colossians 

 

Confusing information with knowledge; 

Confusing knowledge with wisdom 

 

Equating knowing with doing; 

Equating doing with being 

 

Management not leadership 

 Manipulate people like we manipulate things: 

    people treated like they are cogs in an organizational  machine  - very much replaceable 

 Interested in what workers can do, not who they are 

No joy at work  - put in the hours, get the pay, go live life outside work;  

  work is drudgery  – no life within work place, only work 

     Comments of many who have been under a “management style of leadership: 
 discontent 

 frustration 

 negative attitudes toward leadership 

 use people as tools 

 “interested in my back, not my brain” 

 “I’m paid to work, not think.” 

“I do the work, the manager gets the credit.” 

Interested in person b/c of what he/she can do for company, not interested in the person 

as a human being. 

Management makes all decisions, expects others to carry out the decisions. 
(Some of these were suggested and others are direct quotes form Myron Rush, Management: A Biblical Approach, pp 12-13.) 
 

Successful = most power,  most money, most “toys” 

 

Only constant is change throughout most of industrial world   

- Major changes are technologically driven: - digital communication and data processing via 
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computers, mobile phones, cd’s, DVD’s, etc.    

 Mobile phone = the automobile of the early 20
th

 Century. 

World is connected almost instantaneously - what happens in a remote part of the world 

is communicated around the world in a few minutes, an hour at best 

Change has not been incremental -   

 Exponential, increasing at ever rapid rates.   

Not only knowledge has increased but the increase of the speed of dissemination of 

information to the general populace,  

New contacts with previously forbidden people and ideas have caused an inability to 

know what to do.   

 

Over-abundance of information, new ideas, consumer products, business practices, etc., come as 

avalanches.  

People cannot process the information, nor can they evaluate its usefulness or meaning or 

truthfulness or falsity.   

 Result - don’t know what is good, better, best; or not good 

  Information flows so freely, but they can do little or nothing with it.   

Leads to being dispassionate, apathetic, regarding the information. 

 

Flood of consumer goods.  Advertisements increase the desire for these goods.  

 advertisements from McDonald’s to Mercedes 

High inflation and inadequate salaries - therefore not purchase, but build up desire to 

purchase.   

 Become either driven or apathetic.   

 These seem to be their only responses to a world that they cannot have.  

 

Powerful and wealthy firms, people and countries use other people and other countries that are 

less powerful and less wealthy for their own enhancement and success  - ego-centric individuals, 

companies, and countries.  E.g., China’s commercial enterprises  now making major in-roads 

into Sub-Sahara Africa 

 

Unpredictable, changing political climate: 

  One never knows when the next coup will occur,  

  when the next revolt will ensue,  

  when the next parliamentary election will be held,  

  who will run in the next election;  

electorate seems always dissatisfied, always critical of elected officials of any 

party;  

electorate never satisfied; news media constantly looking for sensational stories 

about political and any other leaders -> distrust of all leadership regardless 

of level of office 

 

Fundamentalism, religious, cultural/social, and  political:  I am right and you are wrong, 

therefore I have a perfect right to persecute you and perhaps eliminate you  – intolerance 
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Major diseases worldwide:  
HIV-AIDS is still ravishing many countries and not being reduced in most countries.   

Children are born HIV-positive.   

Women are now almost as likely to be carriers as men.   

The latest pan-epidemic is _____________(you fill in the blank!)  

 

State operated, secularist control of government - control media, commerce, religion, social 

organizations, social institutions (medical services, schools, businesses, church, police, armed 

forces, banks, etc.).   

 Ethics, morality, religion are defined by state control 

Even tho communism fell in 1989, the remnants of this mentality are still prevalent 

throughout the world through leaders who are really dictators.    

 The State still seeks to control people’s thinking and their actions. 

 

Dictatorship of false democracy: people rule!  But not through free elections but through 

“people movements” and demonstrations.   “Emphasize freedom but not responsibility.   

Result:   Democracy replaced by moderate anarchy! 

 

World characterized by -  lack of Peace and stability:  

 murders,  

 assassinations,  

 wars, rumors of wars,  

 civil strife, economic turmoil,  

 poor becoming  poorer, wealthy increasing their wealth,  

 tyrants ruling people,  

 starving people,  

 diseases: AIDS, etc. 

 poor nations fighting other poor nations,  

political corruption in high and low places (2 NYC policemen convicted of working for 

the Mafia as hit men!),  

 fear of nuclear bomb,  

 terrorism, dirty bombs in urban setting,  

religious persecution of anyone who is not part of the majority religion (Sudan, many 

 Sub-Sahara African countries, India, Pakistan, Isarel, almost all Islamic 

countries, Russia, Serbia, Romania, Poland, etc. - religious minorities are put in 

jeopardy by the laws of the country and/or unofficial but just as real persecution.   

 refugees 

 

Hope  - loss of hope, resulting in apathy, cynicism, egocentrism, ennui (emptiness, 

boredom)  I care only for myself because that is the only thing I can even partially control.  I am 

powerless.  Life becomes gray: no color 
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Apathy is the normal outgrowth of individualism.  Why should anyone be excited about anything 

else than one’s self and one’s own benefits.  The individual is all that matters. 

 

Dante: At the gate of Hell – “Abandon all hope, all who enter here!”  Hopelessness = doom!   

No reason to live; dying is preferable to living a hopeless life. 

 

Waclav Havel, president of Czech Republic,  said that during the Communist years, people were 

able to survive with some sanity because they were able to adapt externally to the confines of 

Communism's requirements.  They did what they were told, more or less, and did not try to beat  

the system or to disrupt the system.  Basically, they saw nothing, heard nothing , and said 

nothing.  Silence in public was the way to survive when anyone could easily be a  reporter to the 

local Communists authority and/or police.  Thus people complied to the commands and demands 

placed on them and did not speak openly if at all about the oppression they felt.  It was easier to 

go along with the way things were than to fight against the evil system which could and would 

destroy those who resisted too strongly or made too much noise about how bad things were. As 

the saying goes, "Silence was golden!"  Therefore, fear of various kinds of reprisals caused 

external adaptation.  Outward adaptation led to indifference.  One could care less about what 

was happening because nothing external to oneself mattered.  One did not pay attention to what 

happened to one's neighbors or friends.  If someone turned up missing one morning, no one of 

his family or friends would go look for him.  That would cause suspicion, something not good!  

So nothing really mattered except that one worked enough to obtain food, clothing, etc.  One 

kept the outward appearance of being a good citizen.  Indifference led to passivity. 

 

Indifference led to passivity.  One could do little or nothing to affect the outcomes of one's own 

future.  One could not change the fortune of others.  So why try?   Living not just in external 

adaptation, not living a life of indifference (nothing matters) but passivity became the way to 

function.  People just moved when they were told to move; stopped when they were told to stop; 

stood in lines when told to do so; stood in lines for food, clothing, petrol, or whatever they 

wanted.  When someone was punished for so called political crimes, people just stood by and 

watched passively.  When they were told to vote, they did so for the people on the ballot, all 

chosen by the Communists.  Passivity was the way to truly survive.  Just don't resist was the way 

for salvation in such a society. 

 

Unfortunately this adaptation and indifference and passivity began to affect the soul of the 

people.  Those who grew up and lived their lives in the 1945-1989 years have found that their 

every souls have become indifferent, passive and now apathetic.  They could not do anything 

before to affect their lives.  The Government did it all.  That's the only way to live they have 

found out.   As a result apathy has reigned, not in just their external lives.  It comes from their 

very existential being.  They act apathetically because they were apathetic at the very core of 

their beings.  Their very inner souls became apathetic! 

 

Havel said that if one castrates society today, then tomorrow society will be impotent.  
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from Chuck Colson’s daily BreakPoint, April 5, 2006 

Re: The Bedford Diaries , T.V. show focused on college/university age students’ lives: 

 

As New York Times TV reviewer Alessandra Stanley observed, "The portrait of college life is 

torn from the headlines, not alumni magazines. . . . [M]uch of the students' time is spent drinking 

shots and double lattes, playing video poker in their dorm rooms and, of course, hooking up. 

[One girl's] roommate brings back a new lover she found in what she cheerfully describes as a 

'street meet.'" 

 

"It actually keeps making the point that sex without love is an expense of spirit in a waste of 

shame." The real trouble is that the show makes it look as if, no matter how bleak the situation 

gets, there's no way out of it. In this view, love is worth looking for, even if finding it is a 

hopeless and painful business. Everybody gets involved in the culture of free sex sooner or later, 

and if one sexual relationship doesn't work out, well, you just have to keep trying until you find 

the relationship that does. It's all, after all, a roll of the dice. 

These kids are not just being bathed in moral rot. They are being fed pure existential angst 

 

 

  
 

CRISIS caused by WRONG MODELS OF LEADERSHIP: in all aspects of Social, Political, 

Economic, Religious, Cultural sectors of society 

 

1.  Authoritarian, Dictator, Commander, Boss, Chief, General -- gives commands.  E.g., 

Dictatorship 

 

Goal of leader -- get people to do what the leader wants. 

Followers:  comply with wishes and command of leader 

 

According to: Scott Campbell and Ellen  Samiec, leadership development specialists, and authors 

of  5-D  Leadership: Key Dimensions for Leading in the Real World  (Davies-Black Publishing) 

Result: more problems than it solves.   

Extreme crises, Madrid bombings,  hurricanes Rita and Katrina, the London subway bombings, 

or 9/11, require a swift, definitive, commanding  style of leadership - 

Need determination, decisiveness, and  toughness of the "Crisis Conqueror" 

 

Too many business leaders adopt this same style of  leading in their approach to day-to-day 

business.  

Results:  low morale, high  turnover, and mediocre performance.  

 

2.  Laissez-faire:  (Przywództwo w stylu laissez-faire),  

Characterized by Laid Back (Charakteryzuje si postaw "leenia do góry brzuchem".) 

 

Goal of leadership is to do nothing as a leader.  People function alone without help 
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Absence of direction, vision, shared vision, resources, help, development of people of vision, 

passion, and work.  

Not much is done by anyone. 

Absence of accountability; leaders ignore others as they go about their tasks without interruption. 

 

Followers:  do whatever they want to do without interruption by leaders. 

Results: Effectively and efficiently do nothing! 
 

3.  Managers --  
Goal:  to manipulate, manage people to accomplish purpose of organization.   

--If people don’t fit, get rid of them.   

--accomplishing tasks are the only important things 

Followers -- comply with managers’ decisions  -  

 

 Four Tasks of Managers: 

 1) TO PLAN:  
 2) TO ORGANIZE: 
 3) TO LEAD:  
 4) TO CONTROL:  
 

4.  Personal Kingdom Builders --  

GOAL -- build their own kingdom for their own glory (all in the name of God of course),  

Not build for the Kingdom of God. 

   Pastors:  

     --want to be famous,  

    --be pastor of largest church,  

    --have most successful church programs, have largest church staff,  

    --have worldly success;  

Laity:   

    --have largest company, biggest office, most luxurious office, greatest extra benefits (perks of 

office) 

-- most income,  

--great material possessions,  

--be known as successful business or professional person 

 FOLLOWERS -- help Kingdom Builders to build their earthly kingdom 

 

5. Need biblical model of leaders who  focuses on  

--the growth and development of each person,  

--the identification of each person’s gifts,  

--the development of those gifts,  

--the deployment of the gifts for the work of the Kingdom of our Lord, 

--the joining together into the fellowship of like-minded people of God to do the work of the 

ministry for and in the people of God (the Church ) and in the world. 
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CHURCH faces the major leadership problems:   

--unprecedented change,  

--no real model/paradigm to help them through the changes,  

--education and social conditioning that were not oriented to change but to accommodation to 

reality,  

--older and tired pastors,  

--lack laity who can lead. 

 

ANSWER TO LEADERSHIP CRISIS: 
 

1.  Dennis Bakke, Joy At Work: A Revolutionary Approach to Fun on the Job, 2005. 

AES (Applied Energy Services): Began in 1982 with $60,000 in borrowed money, and by 2002: 

in 31 countries, $8.6 billion revenue, $33.7 billion assests, 40,000 people 

 

Leaders serve others 

Leaders are mentors, coaches, teachers, helpers, cheerleaders 

Leaders allow subordinates to manage resources & make decisions 

Leaders oversee advise process & fire those who abuse it 

Leaders consistently and constantly advocate self-accountability, self-initiative, self-control, 

individual responsibility 

 

 

2.  Jack Welch, former CEO, General Electric Co.  Straight from the Gut, New York: Warner 

Business Books, 2001. 

 

Middle-aged appliance worker: “‘For 25 years,’ he said, ‘you’ve paid for my hands when you 

could have had my brain as well– for nothing.’” [We created] “a culture where everyone began 

playing a part, where everyone’s ideas began to count, and where leaders led rather than 

controlled.  They coached– rather than preached– and they got better results.”  pp 183, 184 

 

 

INTEGRITY “‘How can you be a good Catholic and a businessman at the same time?’   I 

answered emphatically, ‘I am.’  The simple answer is: By maintaining integrity. establishing it 

and never wavering from it supported everything I did through good and bad times....I never had 

two agendas.  There was only one way–the straight way.” p. 381 

 

“We build great people, who then build great products and services.”  p. 157 

 

“Bureaucracy strangles.  Informality liberates.  Creating an informal atmosphere is a competitive 

advance.  Bureaucracy can be the ultimate insulator.  Informality isn’t about first names, 

unassigned parking space, or casual clothing.  It’s so much deeper. It’s about making sure 

everybody counts–and everybody knows they count.  Titles don’t matter....Passion, chemistry, 

and idea flow from any level at any place are what matter.  Everybody’s welcome and expected 

to go at it.”  
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“We always told our business leaders, ‘You own the businesses.  You’re renting the 

people.’...We ran the people factory to build great leaders.”  p 388 

 

3.  Jim Collins, From Good to Great 

 

Companies that were run by understated leaders, i.e., leaders who were not necessarily 

charismatic and flashy, but were “‘self-effacing, quiet, reserved, even shy  – these leaders are a 

paradoxical blend of personal humility and professional will....” Bakke, p 136, quoting Collins. 

 

 

 

 

  
 

HOW TO BE THE KIND OF LEADER THAT BAKKE & WELCH  DESCRIBE 

 

Need:   RENAISSANCE OF CHARACTER 
 

Character makes or breaks a leader-teacher.   

 

problem: how achieve a good character in order to be a good leader-teacher?   

 

Leadership today needs a Renaissance of character  

 

-- a rebirth of people who are truly spiritual leaders and not just techno-bureaucrats.    

Crises - challenge without parallel.   

People looking for leader-teachers to help them: 

 cope with life,  

to help them know how to live, and  

how eventually to die.    

The traditional  leader-teachers are no longer effective 

 

Old leadership paradigms -- powerless to provide leadership for the Twenty First Century.   

 

Need: renaissance,  new birth of new leader-teachers for our world as it faces the 21st Century.    

 

Cannot be manufactured,  

received in school, or  

inherited from one’s parents  

cannot be legislated by government nor  

sold in the marketplaces of the world.    

cannot go to a store and purchase character  

Not a self-manufactured item.  
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The renaissance comes from what happens inside one’s own self  

Primarily personal and spiritual, not corporate or social 

(will have both corporate and social implications) 

 

How achieve a personal renaissance of character?   

Major components. 

 

1.  A rebirth spiritually.  Leader-teachers today need a restructuring of their hearts and souls.   

The old models of  

Management,  

Dictatorship,  

Laissez-faire 
Personal Kingdom Builders - are not valid, nor were they ever. 
These all come naturally to us as humans and 
 appeal to various motivations of power and privilege, using and abusing people 
 
Need a change of human nature, a renaissance!  
This means that we must have a new nature implanted in us from outside ourselves, that is, 
from above.   
 
Not normal human nature that is some how tamed by education or society.   
 not capable of major restructuring of one’s soul.   
 
History is too full of examples of the absolute futility of trying to have a restructuring, a 
renaissance of human nature.   
 
Every dictator has tried  
Not possible by human effort to effect a new birth.   
Human nature, by its own limited structures inherent in human soul and mind,  cannot re-
invent itself.   
 
Such  restructuring, such a renaissance requires an act of God’s grace that is given freely 
to us, not because we are good.   
 
Based solely on God’s love, mercy, and grace apart from our good intentions and deeds.   
 
Renaissance requires redemption, the saving of our hearts, souls, and minds that can only 
be done by the omnipotent Spirit of God, not by our human efforts.   
 
Comes when one places one’s complete trust in God’s gracious act of redemption on the 
cross of Christ.    
 
Without this rebirth spiritually, leader-teachers merely memorize good behaviors, but their 
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behaviors are superficial, not having a root in their very being, only in their overt actions.   
 
They are role playing the behaviors of leader-teachers behaviors; they are not truly, in their 
existential beings, developmental, nurturing leader-teachers. 
 
2. A rebirth of a leader-teacher paradigm.   
A personal rebirth does not automatically lead to a renaissance of leadership models.  
Must intentionally make changes 
Rethink our perspectives and model of what is a leader.   
The old communistic model showed it did not work.   
Capitalism’s model does not provide for a human face.   
What new model or models are there that can help in the leadership crisis that faces the 
world?   
 
Change occurs  through difficulties.   
When hardships come, we try to find ways out of the difficulties.  The world is in a 
difficult time regarding effective leadership.   
 
Now is an opportune time for a new model of leadership to emerge and take over the 
thinking and actions of today’s leaders. 
 
It is obvious that the old leadership paradigms cannot function in today’s emerging world.   
 
What will the new paradigm look like?   
 
Whatever it is, it will be a rebirthing, a renaissance.   
 
It will not be new wine in old wine skins.   
 
It will not be a repeat or reworking of the old leadership paradigms.   
 
It will be a radical, root change. 
 
For leaders to be effective in this new, emerging world, they will need a rebirth spiritually.   
And they will need a rebirth in their conceptualization of what is a leader and how does a 
leader think and act.   
 
The developmental, nurturing leader-teacher model provides such a paradigm.  
 
3.  A rebirth of action.  
If there is a spiritual rebirth and a rebirth of conceptualizing of leadership then there must 
be a rebirth of new ways of acting with people.   
People need to be treated not as “followers” who conform to the will of the so-called 
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leaders.   
Instead people need to be treated as those made in the Divine Image,  valuable because of 
that Imago Dei implanted in each person, and because each has been given some talent to 
use and some skill to hone.  
 
A renaissance of action means that leaders will not act as bosses, dictators, managers, or 
even democratic discussion leaders.   
Instead, leaders will act in accordance with a nurturing, developmental mentality that helps 
people to be and act in accordance with their God-given talents and interests.   
This means the leader-teachers help people to learn, grow, and develop into maturity.   
Leader-teachers will help people to function effectively in their social organizations.   
The result will be that the mutual vision of leaders and people will more likely  be 
accomplished with a high degree of success. 
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DEFINITION of a LEADER  

 

FUNCTION:   A leader  is one who helps other people to grow, develop, and mature. 

 

PURPOSE:  In order to help people to exercise their God-given gifts, talents, and natural 

abilities. 

 

OUTCOME:  So that the people can be fully human in their various venues of society. 

 

A leader is, therefore, a shepherd-servant who ministers to, for, and with others. 

 

Business leaders, politicians, clergy, parents, etc.  are called to be this kind of leader. 
 

 

 


